Volunteers Wanted for MATHCOUNTS!

The NJ State Finals will be at Rutgers University

On Saturday, March, 14th, the NJ State Finals will be at Rutgers University, Hill Center Bldg for Mathematical Sciences, 110 Frelinghuysen Road, Piscataway, NJ. The top team and individual students advance to the National Mathcounts finals!

We are looking for volunteers to help proctor and grade the exams, in support of these dedicated middle school students. Volunteer set up starts at 8:00 am. Mathcounts also appreciates donations to continue this middle school student program.

MATHCOUNTS® is a national math enrichment, coaching and competition program that promotes middle school mathematics achievement through grassroots involvement in every U.S. state and territory.

MATHCOUNTS is one of the most successful education partnerships involving volunteers, educators, industry sponsors, and students.

SAME is proud to be a supporter of MATHCOUNTS, a national competition that promotes middle school mathematics achievement. Students participate in exciting math competitions that challenge students’ math skills, develop self-confidence and rewards achievement.

The NJ Post of SAME in concert with the NJSPE North Jersey Chapter will be supporting the MATHCOUNTS competition to be held at:

Rutgers University, Hill Center Bldg for Mathematical Sciences, 110 Frelinghuysen Road, Piscataway, NJ.

This will be the 14th Year the NJ Post is supporting this important event. We are looking for volunteers to assist in this effort that Saturday morning. Volunteer activities will include people to help proctor the exams and score the tests, people to assist with registration, as well as other support activities.

The preliminary schedule is as follows:
1. Registration: 8:15 AM to 9:00 AM
2. Written Competition: 9:00 to 12:00 noon
3. Lunch Break (sandwiches provided for volunteers) 12:00 to 1:00 PM
4. Countdown Round and Awards Ceremony 1:00 to 2:30 PM

If you are interested, please contact Dave Wong no later than March 9th, 2020 at david.wong@whiting-turner.com.